SCHEMATIC OF THE HEATH SCIENCE SERIES SERVO-RECORder MODEL EUW-20A

NOTES:
31 - RANGE SWITCH
32 - POWER SWITCH
3B - DIPSTER SWITCH, BY POSITION
5B, D, E, F CLOSES SERVO POSITION
5SC CLOSES IN CHART POSITION
11 PIN ACCESSORY SOCKET VIEWED FROM INSIDE CHASSIS
ALL RESISTORS ARE 1/2 WATT UNLESS SHOWN OTHERWISE.
ALL RESISTOR VALUES ARE IN (Ω). 1 K = 1000 Ω, 1 MΩ = 1,000,000 Ω.
ALL CAPACITOR VALUES ARE IN µF.

INDICATES A VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT FROM POINT TO CHASSIS EXCEPT FOR AC VOLTAGES ON THE POWER TRANSFORMER.

VOLTAGE READINGS TAKEN WITH AN 11 MEGOHM INPUT VOM WITH THE CIRCUIT CONNECTED AS SHOWN. INPUT SHORTED, SYSTEM BALANCED, SERVO POWER ON.